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Abstract
In this paper, a genetic model based on the operations of recombination and mutation is
studied and applied to combinatorial optimization problems.
Results are:
1. The equations of the deterministic dynamics in the thermodynamic limit (infinite
populations) are derived and, for a sufficiently small mutation rate, the attractors are
characterized;
2. A general approximation algorithm for combinatorial optimization problems is designed. The algorithm is applied to the Max Ek-Sat problem, and the quality of the
solution is analyzed. It is proved to be optimal for k 3 with respect to the worst case
analysis; for Max E3-Sat the average case performances are experimentally compared
with other optimization techniques.
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1 Introduction
Genetic algorithms are probabilistic search algorithms inspired by mechanisms of natural
selection. They have received considerable attention because of their applications to fields
such as optimization, adaptive control, and others (Goldberg, 1989; Holland, 1989, 1992;
Koza, 1992). By simplifying natural laws, genetic algorithms simulate reproductive processes over a population of individuals or genotypes, typically represented by binary strings
of fixed length l, in an arbitrary environment.
A classic way to describe the behavior of genetic algorithms is obtained by means of
homogeneous Markov chains (Eiben et al., 1991; Goldberg and Segrest, 1987; Nix and
Vose, 1992) whose states encode populations that are multisets of binary words. General
theoretical results are available in the thermodynamic limit (for infinite populations) when the
c 2000 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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systems become deterministic; these results are also useful for the qualitative analysis of the
behavior of the finite populations model (Vose, 1996). Unfortunately, simulation of the deterministic system is computationally difficult since the states of the system are represented
l
by vectors in IR2 ; where l is the length of the words that represent the individuals.
Our aim is to introduce and analyze a model such that:
1. It preserves most of the properties of the classical genetic systems;

3. The simulation of the system for infinite populations is a good local optimization
algorithm for the fitness function.
In Section 2, we present the model that is based on two stochastic rules: recombination
and mutation.
In recombination, also called “bit-based simulated crossover” in Syswerda (1993),
a weighted average of the alleles of the individuals along each bit position is done; these
statistics are used to produce offspring, whose alleles in different positions are independently
generated.
This rule, like the gene pool recombination described in Mühlenbein and Voigt (1996),
maintains the population in linkage equilibrium: the genotype frequencies are the product of
l
the univariate marginal frequencies. Therefore, the vector of frequencies (element in IR2 )
l
can be reconstructed by means of the vector of marginal frequencies (element in IR ). Other
models based on the marginal frequencies are presented in Baluja and Caruana (1995) and
Harik et al. (1997). The use of this recombination rule, instead of the biologically inspired
one-point crossover, seems to present advantages in the simulation efficiency, and it makes
the analysis easier. As far as the fitness optimization is concerned, Mühlenbein (1998)
conjectures that the class of fitness functions solvable with models based on recombination
is very similar to that based on classical crossover. In the mutation, random changes in the
genotypes are introduced (Goldberg, 1989). This rule ensures that Markov chains, which
formally describe the model, become ergodic, admitting therefore stationary distributions.
In Section 3, we present a probability concentration result (for large populations) on the
Markov chains describing the evolution of the genetic system (Theorem 3.1). This result
allows us to derive an iterative deterministic system with states in [0; 1]l , which represents
the behavior of the genetic system with infinite population (Equations (5)). This system
extends the equations derived in Mühlenbein and Voigt (1996) and Bertoni et al. (1996),
taking into account the mutation rate.
In Section 4, the attractors of the iterative system are characterized both in the case
of a system without mutation (Theorem 4.1) and with small mutation (Theorem 4.4). For
quadratic fitness functions, the attractors are interpreted as equilibrium points of the discrete
Hopfield’s network (Hopfield, 1982) whose energy is the fitness function.
In Section 5, we derive from the genetic model a general algorithm (GENETIC) for
finding approximate solutions of a large class of hard combinatorial optimization problems.
In Section 6 we analyze the quality of the solutions of GENETIC on the problem Max
In particular, as regarded as

Ek-Sat from both theoretical and experimental points of view.
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l
2. The states of the system for infinite populations are vectors in IRl instead of IR2 ;

Analysis of a Genetic Model

the worst case analysis, we prove a bound 1 , 2,k to the performance ratio for all k ; for
k  3 the algorithm is optimal because of the result of Håstad (1997).

Finally, the average case performances of GENETIC on Max E3-Sat have been experimentally evaluated and compared with those of other optimization techniques (general or
specialized for Max Ek -Sat) such as local search and non-oblivious local search, simulated
annealing, some variants of the tabu search, the Johnson algorithms, and a heuristic called
Walksat. The comparison shows that GENETIC performs worse than some specialized
heuristics, but it is the best among the general techniques.

Given an arbitrary, fixed integer n > 0, a population P is a multiset of n elements of ,
where = f0; 1gl = f!1 ; : : : ; !2l g is the class of length l binary strings. The population P
can be represented by the “frequency vector” F = (F!1 ; : : : ; F!2l ), where F!k = nnk and nk
is the number of occurrences of the word !k in P: Let n denote the set of the frequency
vectors that represent the populations of n elements. Notice that n is a finite subset of the
simplex

and

8
9
2l
<
=
X
 = :(1 ; : : : ; 2l ) : i  0; i = 1;
i=1

S1

n=1 n is a dense subset of .

X : ! IR and a stochastic vector  2 , let us denote by
P
E [X ] = i=1 X (!i )i the expectation of X . Let f : ! IN+ be the fitness function and
xk : ! f0; 1g be defined as
 0; if the k-th bit of ! is 0;
Given a function
2l

xk (!) =

1; if the k-th bit of ! is 1:

The evolution of our genetic system can be described by the following steps:
a. At time 0, the state of the system is the initial population P0 ;
b. If at time t the state of the system is the population P , represented by the frequency
vector F; then the population at time t + 1 is obtained as follows:
1. Calculate the ratio

kF = EFE[xk[f]f ] ;
F

for

k = 1; : : : ; l;

2. Generate f!s1 ; : : : ; !sn g with probability kF to obtain 1 in position k , independently from si and k , for 1  i  n and 1  k  l;
3. Flip k -th bit of word !si with probability 0 <   21 for any 1  k  l and

1  i  n:

We call the stochastic rules described in steps 2 and 3 recombination and mutation, respectively.
By applying recombination and mutation, the probability of generating words with 1 in
Evolutionary Computation
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position k is

gkF = kF (1 , ) + (1 , kF ) = kF (1 , 2) + 
= EF [(1 , 2E)([xfk]  f ) + f ] :
F

(1)

G (F)!j =

Yl

k=1

[xk gkF + (1 , xk )(1 , gkF )] :

Notice that G : n !  can be extended by continuity to a function G
abuse of notation, we denote by the same symbol.

:  ! , that, with

Now, we describe this model by means of a homogeneous Markov chain, following the
guidelines presented in Vose (1996). Identifying the populations with the corresponding
frequency vectors, the states of the Markov chain are the elements of n : The probability
QFF0 that the system evolves from a population F to a population F0 is given by

h
inF !j
2l G (F)!
Y
j
0

QFF = n!
0

(nF0 !j )!

j =1

:

An important consequence of the mutation is that if  > 0 then the Markov chain is ergodic,
admitting therefore a stationary distribution. For large n, by Stirling formula, the following
asymptotic expression holds

QFF = e,nd(F ;G(F))+O(log n) ;
0

0

where d is the Kullback-Leibler distance defined by

X
d(F; F0 ) = F!i ln FF!0 i :
!
2l

i

i=1

For n ! 1 the state space of the Markov chain becomes dense in : Therefore, in case of
infinite populations, (infinite population model) the state space is , and the system becomes
deterministic since QFF0 =  (F0 , G (F)). In this case, the dynamic is

F(t + 1) = G (F(t)):

(2)

The infinite population model is interesting on its own, and as shown in Vose (1996),
it is useful even to derive qualitative properties for the case of finite populations.

3 Infinite Population Model
The main drawback of System (2) is that its states space consists of 2l -components vectors;
for instance, this makes simulations intractable except for very small values of l. In this
294
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If P is a population at time t, and F its frequency vector, then the population
at time t + 1 is obtained by selecting n words with probability distribution G (F) =
(G (F)!1 ; : : : ; G (F)!2l ), where the probability G (F)!j of obtaining the word !j = x1    xl
is
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section, we show that many properties of the behavior of (2) can also be derived by a system
whose states space consists of l-components vectors. In this regard, the following property
of the Markov chain describing the evolution of the genetic system is useful.

f : ! IN+ and suppose
n  9 " E F [f ] log 4l : If, at time t, the system is in the state F, then the state F0 at time
t + 1 is such that for all k
jgkF , gkG(F) j  "
with probability at least 1 ,  (0 <   1; 0 < "  13 ):
PROOF: Given a state F, consider the probability space h n ; G (n) (F)i, where n = 

THEOREM 3.1: Let M be the maximum value of the fitness function

h
i
32 1 (1,)M 2
2

G(

)

0

and

n
Y
(
n
)
G (F)!s1 !sn = G (F)!sj :
j =1
An element of n selected according to G (n) (F) is a n-tuple (!s1 ; : : : ; !sn ) of words in
independently selected according to G (n) (F). Let Xk , X be the random variables defined

as:

Xk (!s ; : : : ; !sn ) = n1
1

n 
X

j =1
n
1X

X (!s ; : : : ; !sn ) = n
1

j =1



(1 , 2)(xk  f )(!sj ) + f (!sj ) ;

f (!sj ):

Let (! s1 ; : : : ; ! sn ) be a n-ple selected according to G (n) (F) and F0 be the state associate
with it; by definition of the random variables Xk , X , and by Equation (1) it can be easily
verified that

gkF = XXk((!!s ;;::::::;;!!sn))
s
sn
1

0

and

1

E [(1 , 2)(x  f ) + f ]
gkG(F) = G(F) E [fk]
:

In this setting, our problem is to estimate Pr

G(F)

X

First of all, we observe that:

k



X , gkG(F)  "

.

EG n (F) [Xk ] = EG(F) [(1 , 2)(xk  f ) + f ] ;
EG n (F) [X ] = EG(F) [f ]:
Let us denote Ak = EG (F) [(1 , 2 )(xk  f ) + f ], A = EG (F) [f ], and = 1 ,  ; observe
( )

( )

that:

0  X  M;
For all nonnegative numbers
if

jXk , Ak j  A

Evolutionary Computation

0  Xk  M;

Ak  A:

 14 ,
and

jX , Aj  A;
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then

Xk , Ak  8 :
X A 3

(3)
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In fact, since AAk

and 1,1



 43 , we have





Xk  Ak + A = Ak + Ak +
1  Ak + 8 :
X
A, A
A
A
1,
A 3
Xk  Ak , 8 .
Analogously, it can be shown that
X A 3
8
Let " = 3 . Then, by Equation (3) and by Hoeffding’s inequality1 , for "  13 it holds

that

 4e, ( "AM ) n :
2

9
32

Therefore:

( _l

)

Xk , Ak  "  4le, ( "AM ) n :
Pr
A
k=1 X
With  fixed (0 < 

 1), we can conclude that if n  329 "1

( ^l

2

9
32

)

2

h (1,)M i2
A

log 4l then

Xk , Ak  "  1 , :
Pr
A
k=1 X

2

The previous theorem provides a distribution dependent bound. However, observing
that f ()  1 implies EG (F) [f ]  1, the following distribution independent bound can be
stated:

: ! IN+ , and suppose
log 4l : If, at time t, the system is in the state F, then the state F0 at time t + 1

COROLLARY 3.1: Let M be the maximum value of the fitness function f

h
i
32 (1,)M 2

n 9

"

is such that for all k

jgkF , gkG(F) j  "
with probability at least 1 ,  (0 <   1; 0 < "  13 ):
0

Now consider an arbitrary pseudo-Boolean function h : ! IN; it can be represented
by a multivariate polynomial of at most one degree in each variable defined on [0; 1]l and
coincident with h on , that is:

h(x1 ; : : : ; xl ) =

X

y1 ;:::;yl 2f0;1g

y
y
y1 yl x11    xl l

For the sake of simplicity and with abuse of notation, we denote with h both the function
and the associated polynomial. Notice that, since h is a polynomial of at most one degree
in each variable, global maxima of h are on elements of f0; 1gl .

P

1 Let X ; : : : ; X be independent bounded random variables such that X falls in the interval [a ; b ] with
n
1
i
i i
n X and E [S ] be its expectation. Then, for any t > 0, we have that
probability one; let Sn =
n
i=1 i
,2t2 = ni=1 (bi ,ai )2 :
Sn
E [Sn ]
t
e

Pr f ,
296
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P
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 Xk Ak 




3
3
"
Pr X , A  "  Pr jXk , Ak j  8 "A + Pr jX , Aj  8 A
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Since in our genetic model xi and xj
holds:

(i 6= j ) are independent, the following relation

EG(F) [h] = h(g1F ; : : : ; glF ):
In fact:

EG(F) [h] =

y1 ;:::;yl 2f0;1g

X

y1 ;:::;yl 2f0;1g

y1 yl

Yl

EG(F) [xj ]yj

j =1
y
y
y1 yl  g1F1    glFl

= h(g1F ; : : : ; glF ):
Given the fitness function f

: ! IN+ , for every k (1  k  l) we can rewrite f as
f (x) = xk bk (x) + ak (x);

where bk (x) and ak (x) are polynomials that do not depend on xk and whose variables have
at most one degree. Observe that bk (x) = @x@ k f (x) and ak (x) = f (x) , xk bk (x).
As a consequence of Theorem 3.1 and by Equation (4), we can conclude that for large

n with high probability

E [x  f ]
gkF  gkG(F) = GE(F) k[f ] (1 , 2) + 
G(F)
EG(F) [xk (bk + ak )]
=
(1 , 2) + 
EG(F) [f ]
= gkF [bk (gfF(g) +) ak (gF )] (1 , 2) + ;
0

where gF

F

= (g1F ; : : : ; glF ).

Therefore, in case of infinite populations, the stochastic genetic system becomes the
iterative deterministic system whose states are vectors g = (g1 ; : : : ; gl ) 2 [0; 1]l and whose
dynamics is described by the equations

ak (g(t)) (1 , 2) + 
gk (t + 1) = gk (t) g (btk)(bg((tg))(t+
))
+ ak (g(t))
k k

k = 1; : : : ; l:

(5)

4 Analysis
In this section, the model without mutation ( = 0) is analyzed and, for quadratic fitness
functions, a relation between the model and the discrete Hopfield’s networks is shown.
Moreover, for sufficiently small mutation rate, a characterization of the attractors of the
dynamical Systems (5) is given.
Case without Mutation (
If 

= 0)

= 0, then Equations (5) can be rewritten in the form
gk = gk (t + 1) , gk (t) = gk (t)(1 , gk (t)) bfk((gg((tt))))

Evolutionary Computation
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Observe that all points in are fixed points for the dynamical Systems (6). Given a fitness
function f : ! IN+ , the following results state, under general conditions, which points
in are attractors (i.e., asymptotically stable) of (6).
THEOREM 4.1: Every element x 2 is a fixed point for the iterative System (6); if bk (x)
for all k; then x 2 is an attractor for System (6) if and only if

k = 1; : : : ; l;

 1;

PROOF: Let x 2 . It immediately follows from (6) that x is a fixed point (gk =
0; for all k = 1; : : : ; l): To determine which points in are asymptotically stable we linearize
the System (6) in a neighborhood of x by calculating



@ g (1 , g ) bk (g)
k f (g)
@gj k



g=x

=

(

0;
(1 , 2xk ) bfk((xx)) ;

if j 6= k ;
otherwise:

The linearized system in a neighborhood of x is described by the following set of equations





"k (t + 1) = 1 + (1 , 2xk ) bfk((xx)) "k (t)

k = 1; : : : ; l:

The point x is asymptotically stable iff

1 + (1 , 2xk ) bfk((xx)) < 1

k = 1; : : : ; l:

Since f (x) = xk bk (x) + ak (x) > 0 and ak (x); bk (x) + ak (x) > 0; it follows that the
inequality 1 + (1 , 2xk ) bfk((xx)) > ,1 is alway true. Then x is asymptotically stable iff
(1 , 2xk )bk (x) < 0 for all k 2 f1; : : :; lg, i.e., when xk = HS (bk (x)).
2
An important consequence is the following:

~ = arg max f (x); then x~ is an attractor of System (6).
COROLLARY 4.1: Let x
x2

PROOF: Let M = f (~
x). Since f (x) = xk bk (x)+ ak (x), and ak (x) and bk (x) do not contain
the variable xk , then 0 < ak (~
x)  M , for all k = 1; : : : ; l.

~ is not an attractor of System (6); by Theorem 4.1, there exists k
Let us suppose that x
such that x
~k bk (~x) < 0. This implies that
0 > x~k bk (~x) = f (~x) , ak (~x) = M , ak (~x);
contradicting the inequality ak (~
x)  M .

2

Theorem 4.1 gives a characterization of the points in f0; 1gl that are attractors. Since
bk (g) = 0 implies gk = 0 even if gk 62 f0; 1g, the genetic system can have fixed points

p 62 : The following theorem states that these points can not be attractors.
THEOREM 4.2: Let p 62 a fixed point of System (6), then p is not asymptotically stable.
PROOF: Let us consider a fixed point p such that pk 62 f0; 1g for all k = 1; : : : ; l (with minor
modifications the proof holds also for the other cases). The linearization of the System (6)
298
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xk = HS (bk (x))
if x  0;
0; otherwise:

6= 0
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gives:

"k (t + 1) =

Xl
j =1

Jkj "j (t)

k = 1; : : : ; l;

where J is the Jacobian matrix (Jkj )ll with entries



Jkj = @g@ gk + gk (1 , gk ) bfk((gg))
j

g=p

:

@bk
@gk = 0 for all k = 1; : : : ; l and bk (p) = 0, the matrix J has all diagonal entries

equal to 1.

Let us denote with 1 ; : : : ; l the eigenvalues of the matrix J , and let Tr(J ) denote
its trace; if p were an asymptotically stable point, then ji j < 1 for all i = 1; : : : ; l. This
implies the following contradiction:

l = Tr (J ) =

X
i

i 

X
i

ji j < l:
2

Relation with Hopfield’s Neural Networks
Let us now consider quadratic fitness function f

f (x1 ; : : : ; xl ) =

X
i<j

: ! IN+ of the kind

wij xi xj +

X
i

i xi + C:

In this case, the attractors of the genetic system can be interpreted as equilibrium points of
a suitable discrete Hopfield network (Hopfield, 1982).
A Hopfield’s network of l neurons with states in f0; 1g is described by hZ; i, where
Z = (zij )ll is a symmetric matrix with zii = 0 (i = 1; : : : ; l), and is an l-dimensional
vector. The matrix Z is called the weight matrix and the vector is the threshold vector. Let
Si (t) be the state of the neuron i at time t, then the asynchronous dynamics is described by
the equations

0 i,1
1
l
X
X
zij Sj (t) , i A
Si (t + 1) = HS @ zij Sj (t + 1) +
j =1

Every network hZ;

j =i+1

i = 1; : : : ; l:

(7)

i can be associated with the following state function called energy
E (S1 ; : : : ; Sn ) = 21

X
i6=j

zij Si Sj ,

X
i

i Si :

When the network is made to evolve according to the asynchronous dynamics, the energy
function is a Lyapunov function, that is, E (S(t + 1))  E (S(t)) and E (S(t + 1)) = E (S(t))
if and only if S(t + 1) = S(t). As a consequence, every network trajectory fS(t)gt0 ends
up in an equilibrium point, i.e., a state S(t) such that S(t) = S(t + 1):
Evolutionary Computation
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A straightforward consequence of Theorem 4.1 is the following:
THEOREM 4.3: Let f

: ! IN+ be a quadratic fitness function

f (x) =

Pl

X
i<j

X

wij xi xj +

i

i xi + C

and suppose bk (x) = j =1 wkj xj + k 6= 0 for all k; then x 2 is an attractor for System (6)
if and only if it is an equilibrium point for the Hopfield’s neural network with energy function f .
is an attractor of System (6) if and only if

0l
1
X
xk = HS @ wkj xj + k A
j =1

k = 1; : : : ; l:

Hopfield’s network with energy function f is described by hZ; i, where zkj = wkj and
k = ,k . For this network, x is an equilibrium point if and only if x(t + 1) = x(t), i.e.,

0l
1
0l
1
X
X
xk = HS @ zkj xj , k A = HS @ wkj xj + k A
j =1

k = 1; : : : ; l:

j =1

2
Case with Mutation (

> 0)

We now analyze the effect of small mutation on the genetic system described above. For
" > 0, let us denote by I (x; ") the "-neighborhood of x in [0; 1]l.

THEOREM 4.4: There exists " > 0 such that, for sufficiently small 

> 0:

1. if x 2 is an attractor of System (6) and bk (x) 6= 0 for all k , then in I (x; ") there is a single
fixed point of the genetic System (5) and such point is asymptotically stable;
2. if x 2 is not an attractor of System (6) and bk (x)
fixed points of the genetic System (5).

6= 0 for all k, I (x; ") does not contain

PROOF: By few manipulations of Equations (5), the dynamics of the system with mutation
rate  > 0 is described by the set of equations





gk (t + 1) =  + (1 , 2) gk (t)(1 , gk (t)) bfk((gg((tt)))) + gk (t)

k = 1; : : : ; l:

Then, the equilibrium points satisfy




b
(
g
)
k
gk =  + (1 , 2) gk (1 , gk ) f (g) + gk k = 1; : : : ; l:

(8)

Notice that, if  = 0, Equations (8) become Equations (6), therefore, as stated in Theorem 4.1, any x 2 f0; 1gl is an equilibrium point of this system.
300
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PROOF: By Theorem 4.1, x 2
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Fixed an arbitrary x 2 f0; 1gl, System (8) implicitly defines, in a suitable neighborhood of x, a function g( ) such that g(0) = x. In fact, let Fk (; g1 ; : : : ; gl ) =
 + (1 , ) g (1 , g ) bk (g) + g , g : Then:



k

k f (g)

k



k

k
Fk (0; x) = 0; @F
@ (0; x) = 1 , 2xk 6= 0
and

for all k

= 1; : : : ; l;

det @g =
(1 , 2xk ) 6= 0:
j
k=1 f (x)
Now consider the following first order Taylor approximation:

gk () = xk + gk0 (0) + O(2 );

where

gk0 (0) = dd gk () =0 :

By System (8), we have

gk0 (0) = 1 , 2xk + gk0 (0) + (1 , 2xk ) bfk((xx)) gk0 (0);
from which it follows gk0 (0) = , bfk((xx)) and

gk () = xk , bf ((xx))  + O(2 ):
k

Let us consider the two cases.
1. The point x is an attractor of System (6), that is, xk = HS (bk (x)) for all k
If xk = 1, then bk (x) > 0 and, therefore, for  sufficiently small

= 1; : : : ; l.

0 < gk () = 1 , bf ((xx))  + O(2 ) < 1:
k
If xk = 0, then bk (x) < 0, and for  sufficiently small we have
0 < gk () = bf ((xx))  + O(2 ) < 1:
k
Thus, if  is sufficiently small there exists " > 0 such that g( ) 2 I (x; "), where
I (x; ") is an "-neighborhood of x in [0; 1]l. Notice that when  = 0, the point x is

asymptotically stable. Therefore, the module of each eigenvalue of the matrix that
defines the linearized System (8) is less than 1. By continuity, if  is sufficiently small,
the module of the eigenvalues of the matrix of the linearized system is less than 1, and
consequently, the point g( ) is asymptotically stable.
2. The point x is not an attractor of System (6), that is, xk
xk = 1, then bk (x) < 0 and

6= HS (bk (x)) (1  k  l). If

gk () = 1 + bf ((xx))  + O(2 ) > 1:
k
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If xk

= 0, then bk (x) > 0, and we have

gk () = , bf ((xx))  + O(2 ) < 0:
k
We can conclude that g( ) 62 [0; 1]l

( 6= 0).

2

5 An Approximation Algorithm for NP-hard Problems

Given a fitness function f : ! IN+ , as before, with abuse of notation, we also denote f
as the unique extension of f to [0; 1]l defined by means of a multivariate polynomial of at most
one degree in each variable. Remember that bk (x) = @x@ k f (x) and ak (x) = f (x) , xk bk (x).

The asynchronous variant of the genetic System (5) is the dynamical system obtained
by updating the component of the state vector one at a time in a predefined order. Formally,
for each k = 1; : : : ; l:

 b (g (t + 1); : : : ; g

gk (t + 1) = (1 , 2)gk (t) kf (g1 (t + 1); : : : ; gk,1 ((tt++1)1); ;ggk+1(t()t;):;::::;:g; g(lt())t))
1
k,1
k 
l
(9)
a
(
g
(
t
+
1)
;
:
:
:
;
g
(
t
+
1)
;
g
(
t
)
;
:
:
:
;
g
(
t
))
k
1
k
,
1
k
+1
l
+ f (g (t + 1); : : : ; g (t + 1); g (t); : : : ; g (t)) + :
1
k,1
k
l
Observe that the fixed points of Systems (5) and (9) are coincident. Moreover, if  = 0, f
is a Lyapunov function for the dynamical System (9). In fact:

LEMMA 5.1: If gk

= gk (1 , gk ) bfk((gg)) , then

f (g1; : : : ; gk + gk ; : : : ; gl )  f (g1 ; : : : ; gk ; : : : ; gl ):
PROOF:

f (g1; : : : ; gk + gk ; : : : ; gl ) = (gk + gk )bk (g1 ; : : : ; gl ) + ak (g1 ; : : : ; gl )
2
= gk bk (g) + ak (g) + gk (1 , gk ) bfk((gg))
 f (g1 ; : : : ; gl ):

2

As a consequence of the this property, System (9), with the initial condition g(0) =
( 21 ; : : : ; 12 ), can be used as a general optimization algorithm. More precisely, the algorithm

that we call GENETIC is sketched below.
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In this section, we introduce an asynchronous variant of the genetic System (5), and we
suggest that it can be used as a general technique to find approximate solutions of NP-hard
problems (Ausiello et al., 1995).

Analysis of a Genetic Model

GENETIC
Input:

: ! IN+ , mutation rate ;
for k = 1; l do Gk := 12 ;
A fitness function f

while (: end cond.) do



for k

for k

= 1; l

do Gk

:= (1 , 2)Gk bk (Gf) (+Ga)k (G) +  ;

Output:

X2

else Xk

:= 0 ;

.

GENETIC can be used to approximately solve a combinatorial optimization problem of size l
if the polynomial of degree one in each variable that extends the objective function to [0; 1]l
can be efficiently evaluated. This can be done for a large class of problems such as Max Sat,
Max k-Cut, Max Bisection, Max k-CSP, Min TSP-(1,2), and Max TSP-(1,2) (Grossi, 1999).
With regard to the worst case performance of GENETIC, the following result gives a
lower bound to the fitness value of the solution found when  = 0.

THEOREM 5.1: If f : ! IN+ is a fitness function, U is the uniform probability distribution on
, and (~
x1 ; : : : ; x~l ) is the solution found by algorithm GENETIC, then:

f (~x1 ; : : : ; x~l )  EU [f ]:
PROOF: By properties of the expectation and by Lemma 5.1 it holds that

,

EU [f ] = f (EU [x1 ]; : : : ; EU [xl ]) = f 12 ;    ; 12  f (~x1 ; : : : ; x~l ):

2

We are not able to theoretically evaluate the effect of the mutation rate. However,
experimental results show that the introduction of a small mutation rate increases the quality
of solutions.
In conclusion, GENETIC is a wide-spectrum heuristic which always behaves better than
random choice; on the contrary, some general heuristics as, for instance, local search, cannot
guarantee this solution quality (Ausiello and Protasi, 1995).

6 Application to MAXSAT
We focus here on some variants of the Maximum Satis ability (Max Sat) problem. For
this class of problems, we show an optimality result of GENETIC with respect to the worst
case analysis; with regard to the average case analysis on random instances, an experimental
comparison with other approximation algorithms and heuristics is presented.
The Max Sat problem is the optimization version of the paradigmatic decision problem
Sat, the first shown to be NP-complete (Cook, 1971). It is of considerable interest not
only from the theoretical side but also from the practical one. For instance, many issues in
mathematical logic and artificial intelligence can be expressed in the form of “satisfiability” or
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some of its variants, like constraints satisfaction. Some exemplary problems are consistency
in expert systems knowledge bases, integrity constraints in databases, and asynchronous
circuit synthesis.
Let us formally define the variant Max

k

Ek-Sat of Max Sat that we consider here.

Max E -Sat

Instance:

= fc1; : : : ; cm g of

A truth assignment for the variables in X .

Measure: Number of clauses satisfied by the truth assignment.
Given an instance I of Max Ek -Sat, let !  (I )  jCj be the maximum number of
clauses satisfiable by an assignment, and let ! (I ) be the number of clauses satisfied by a
given assignment  on X . The performance ratio of ! (I ) is defined as

R(I ; !(I )) = !!((II)) :
A polynomial-time algorithm A for Max Ek -Sat is said to be an "-approximation algorithm if,
given any instance I , the performance ratio of the approximate solution A(I ) verifies the
following relation:

R(I ; A(I ))  ":
In other words, the solution provided by the algorithm A(I ) must guarantee at least a value
"  !(I ).

For Max Ek -Sat, Håstad (1997) has shown that, under the conjecture P 6= NP, (1,2,k )approximation algorithms are optimal to within an arbitrary positive additive constant .
Stated otherwise, Max Ek -Sat is not approximable within (1 , 2,k ) + for any > 0 and
for any k  3. Here, we prove that GENETIC is optimal for solving Max Ek -Sat (k  3).
THEOREM 6.1: GENETIC is an (1 , 2,k )-approximation algorithm for Max

Ek-Sat.

PROOF: Let I be an instance of Max Ek -Sat, i.e., a collection C = fc1 ; : : : ; cm g of
clauses on the variables fx1 ; : : : ; xl g; let Ci be the Boolean function represented by ci ,
x1 ; : : : ; x~l ) be the number of clauses satisfied by the assignment (~x1 ; : : : ; x~l ), then
and fI (~

fI (~x1 ; : : : ; x~l ) =

m
X

k=1

Ck (~x1 ; : : : ; x~l ):

Let GENETIC(I ) be the number of clauses satisfied by the algorithm GENETIC and !  (I ) =
max fI (x1 ; : : : ; xl ), it holds:

x2

1.

! (I )  m;

2. by Theorem 5.1, GENETIC(I )  EU [fI ] =
304

m
X
k=1

EU [Ck ] = m 2 2,k 1 .
k
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Solution:

A set X = fx1 ; : : : ; xl g of Boolean variables, a collection C
clauses with exactly k literals.

Analysis of a Genetic Model

We conclude that

(I )  1 , 2,k :
R(I ; GENETIC(I )) = GENETIC

! (I )

2

The local search (LOCAL SEARCH) performs a search in the space of the truth assignments
by starting from a randomly generated one, and then repeatedly changing (“flipping”) the
assignment of a variable that leads to the largest increase in the total number of satisfied
clauses.
The first two approximation algorithms historically known as JOHNSON1 and JOHN(Johnson, 1974), are based on greedy construction strategies. The JOHNSON1 algorithm chooses at each step the literal that occurs in the maximum number of clauses, then
setting the correspondent variable to true (respectively false) if it is positive (respectively
negative). The clauses satisfied are deleted, and the algorithm stops when all clauses are
satisfied or all variables have been set. According to the given definition of performance
k -approximation algorithm for Max Ek -Sat. By adding something
ratio, JOHNSON1 is a k+1
like a weight to each clause, the JOHNSON2 algorithm obtains a better performance ratio,
1 , 2,k , shown to be the best possible with respect to the worst case analysis.
SON2

The approach based on the simulated annealing technique (SIM. ANNEALING) introduces uphill moves into local search by using a noise model based on statistical mechanic (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983). For Max Ek -Sat, we refer to the the algorithm described
in Johnson et al. (1991).
The steepest ascent mildest descent (SAMD) heuristic presented in Hansen and Jaumard
(1990), similar to tabu search (Glover, 1989), is based on the temporary prohibitions of
recently executed moves.
A recent approach called non-oblivious local search (NONOBLIVIOUS- LS), independently
introduced in Alimonti (1994) and in Khanna et al. (1994), is based on the use of “nonoblivious” functions to direct the search, i.e., suitable objective functions whose local optima
are within a constant factor from the optimum. This mechanism allows the algorithm to
escape from a given local optimum of the usual objective functions. The main drawback is
the difficulty of finding, for a given problem, a non-oblivious function that really improves
the performance. Also, the non-oblivious local search achieves a performance ratio 1 , 2,k
for Max Ek -Sat (k  3).

Finally, we consider the two best heuristics known (to our knowledge) for Max Ek -Sat:
WALKSAT (Selman et al., 1995), a stochastic variant of the popular GSAT (Selman et al.,
1992) and the Hamming-Reactive Tabu Search (H-RTS) designed by Battiti and Protasi
(1997). The GSAT procedure performs a greedy local search, while in the stochastic version,
WALKSAT’s different “noise” strategy to escape from the attraction basin is considered. The
H-RTS heuristic conjugate the local search based on temporary prohibitions with a reactive
schema (see Reactive Tabu Search in Battiti and Tecchioli (1994)) that determines (“learns”)
Evolutionary Computation
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Experimental results show that the lower bound 1 , 2,k , obtained in the worse case
analysis, is too pessimistic. The actual performances of GENETIC has been experimentally
evaluated and compared with those of some widely used approximation algorithms and
heuristics for Max Sat such as classical local search, the Johnson algorithms, simulated
annealing, tabu search and its variants, non-oblivious local search, and a heuristic called
Walksat.

A. Bertoni, P. Campadelli, M. Carpentieri, and G. Grossi

Table 1: Average number (and statistical error in parentheses in some cases) of unsatisfied clauses on Max E3-Sat instances of various sizes obtained by different approximation
algorithms and heuristics.
100

100

300

Clauses

500

700

1500

LOCAL SEARCH

15.6

26.6

43.5

JOHNSON1

14.9

28.2

45.3

JOHNSON2

13.5

26.9

44.1

SIM. ANNEALING

8.2

18.1

30.0

SAMD

5.1

14.7

15.3

GENETIC (

6.6

17.3

19.5

5.5

15.8

19.4

NONOBLIVIOUS-LS

15.1 (0.3)

27.7 (0.6)

43.9 (0.9)

WALKSAT (0.5)

2.76 (1.06)

13.40 (1.19)

8.12 (1.89)

2.76 (1.0)

13.40 (1.1)

7.34 (1.5)

= 0)
GENETIC ( = 10,4 )
H-RTS, init. Tf

= 0:1

the appropriate values of the prohibition parameter by monitoring the Hamming distance
along the search trajectory.
Our experiments have been done on Max E3-Sat instances. To evaluate the performance of GENETIC (with and without mutation), we considered random instances obtained
by the generator of random 3-sat instances that was written by B. Selman2 . The benchmark
we used consists of 50 random instances for each pair of variables–clauses in the set f100–500,
100–700, 300–1500g. This choice is motivated by the analysis presented in Mitchell et al.
(1992) in which the dependence of computationally difficult random instances on the ratio
number of clauses/number of variables is studied.
The results are given in the Table 1. For each technique listed in the table, we report the
average number of unsatisfied clauses with, in some cases, the statistical error in parenthesis.
The first five entries are derived from Hansen and Jaumard (1990); the last three entries
are taken from the experimental results reported in Battiti and Protasi (1997) in which the
authors use the same random generator we used to show that their method, H-RTS, is
slightly better than WALKSAT on random instances.
The experimental results evidence that our genetic algorithm performs better than
the algorithms with a fixed performance ratio such as local search, the Johnson algorithms,
and non-oblivious local search. It performs worse than ad hoc heuristics such as WALKSAT
and some variants of the Tabu Search (reactive and SAMD) designed specifically for the
maximum satisfiability problem, because they capture some insights from the structure of
the problem itself. A partial explanation of this behavior, for a simple genetic algorithm
with crossover, can be found in Rana et al. (1998) and Rana and Whitley (1998).
2 The
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code is available at the ftp archive: ftp://ftp.research.att.com/dist/ai.
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Variables

Analysis of a Genetic Model

The algorithm GENETIC has been implemented in C language, and the simulations
have been done on a Pentium 200 PC with Linux operating system. The computation time
is high for the largest instances of the benchmark, and it is non-comparable with that of
some of the most efficient heuristics recalled here.
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